the history of birth control throughout the premodern world, providing her readers with a catalog of premodern practices and beliefs that is disappointing both as history and as anthropology. In a book concerned to show how birth control agitation has fit into a history of leftist politics in the modern United States (its meaning bound to changes in the nature and organization of our families and our economy), I was surprised to find that anthropology was used to universalize contemporary political demands and undermine our present sense of singularity. There is something wrong-indeed, morally disturbing-in an argument which claims that the practitioners of infanticide in the past are ultimately our predecessors in an endless and essentially unchanging fight to keep men from making claims to female bodies.
By using anthropology as precedent for modern arguments and claims, the "primitive" emerges in accounts like these as the bearer of primordial human need. Women elsewhere are, it seems, the image of ourselves undressed, and the historical specificity of their lives and of our own becomes obscured. Their strengths prove that we can be strong. But ironically, and at the same time that we fight to see ourselves as cultural beings who lead socially determined lives, the movement back in evolutionary time brings in inevitable appeal to biological givens and the determining impact of such "crude" facts as demography and technology. One gets the feeling that birth control today is available to human choice, while in the past women's abilities to shape their reproductive fates were either nonexistent or constrained by such mechanical facts as a nomadic need to move, the need for helpers on the farm, or an imbalance between food supply and demography. We want to claim our sisters' triumphs as a proof of our worth, but at the same time their oppression can be artfully dissociated from our own, because we live with choice, while they are victims of biology.
My point here is not to criticize these texts. Feminists (and I include myself) have with good reason probed the anthropological record for evidence which appears to tell us whether "human nature" is the sexist and constraining thing that many of us were taught. Anthropology is, for most of us, a monument to human possibilities and constraints, a hall of mirrors wherein what Anthony Wallace called the "anecdotal exception" seems to challenge every would-be law; while at the same time, lurking in the oddest shapes and forms, we find a still familiar picture of ourselves, a promise that, by meditating on New Guinea menstrual huts, West African female traders, ritualists, or queens, we can begin to grasp just what-in universal terms-we "really" are.
But I would like to think that anthropology is more than that. Or, rather, I would claim that anthropology asked to answer ideologies and give voice to universal human truth is ultimately an anthropology limited by the assumptions with which it first began and so unable to transcend the biases its questions presuppose. To look for origins is, in the end, to think that what we are today is something other than the product of our history and our present social world, and, more particularly, that our gender systems are primordial, transhistorical, and essentially unchanging in their roots. Quests for origins sustain (since they are predicated upon) a discourse cast in universal terms; and universalism permits us all too quickly to assume-for everyone but ourselves perhaps-the sociological significance of what individual people do or, even worse, of what, in biological terms, they are. 6 Stated otherwise, our search for origins reveals a faith in ultimate and essential truths, a faith sustained in part by cross-cultural evidence of widespread sexual inequality. But an analysis which assumes that sexual asymmetry is the first subject we should attempt to question or explain tends almost inevitably to reproduce the biases of the male social science to which it is, quite reasonably, opposed. These biases have their bases in a pervasive, individualistic school of thought that holds that social forms proceed from what particular persons need or do, activities which-where gender is concerned-are seen to follow from the "givens" of our reproductive physiology. And so, for feminists and traditionalists alike, there is a tendency to think of gender as, above all else, the creation of biologically based differences which oppose women and men, instead of as the product of social relationships in concrete (and changeable) societies.
The Problem of Universals
It would be nice to overthrow convention at this point and find myself entitled to proclaim that anthropological fact definitively belies sexist assumptions. Were anthropological evidence available that denied the universal place of gender in the organization of human social life, the association of women with reproduction and care for infant young, or the relevance of women's reproductive role to the construction of women's public status, much of the difficulty in what I have to say could be avoided. More narrowly, could I cite a single instance of a truly matriarchal-or, for that matter, sexually egalitarian-social form, I could go on to claim that all appeals to universal "nature" in explaining women's place are, simply, wrong. But instead, I must begin by making clear that, unlike many anthropologists who argue for the privileged place of women here or there, my reading of the anthropological record leads me to conclude that human cultural and social forms have always been male dominated. By this, I mean not that men rule by right or even that men rule at all and certainly not that women everywhere are passive 6 . N. C. Mathieu, "Homme-Culture, Femme-Nature?" L'Homme 13, no. 3 (1973): 101-13. Signs victims of a world that men define. Rather, I would point to a collection of related facts which seem to argue that in all known human groupsand no matter the prerogatives that women may in fact enjoy-the vast majority of opportunities for public influence and prestige, the ability to forge relationships, determine enmities, speak up in public, use or forswear the use of force are all recognized as men's privilege and right.7
But I have moved, intentionally, too fast. In order to evaluate the conclusion just put forth, it seems important first to pause and ask what, substantively, has been claimed. Male dominance, though apparently universal, does not in actual behavioral terms assume a universal content or a universal shape. On the contrary, women typically have power and influence in political and economic life, display autonomy from men in their pursuits, and rarely find themselves confronted or constrained by what might seem the brute fact of male strength. For every case in which we see women confined, by powerful men or by the responsibilities of child care and the home, one can cite others which display female capacities to fight back, speak out in public, perform physically demanding tasks, and even to subordinate the needs of infant children (in their homes or on their backs) to their desires for travel, labor, politics, love, or trade. For every cultural belief in female weakness, irrationality, or polluting menstrual blood, one can discover others which suggest the tenuousness of male claims and celebrate women for their productive roles, their sexuality or purity, their fertility or perhaps maternal strength. Male dominance, in short, does not inhere in any isolated and measurable set of omnipresent facts. Rather, it seems to be an aspect of the organization of collective life, a patterning of expectations and beliefs which gives rise to imbalance in the ways people interpret, evaluate, and respond to particular forms of male and female action. We see it not in physical constraints on things that men or women can or cannot do but, rather, in the ways they think about their lives, the kinds of opportunities they enjoy, and in their ways of making claims.
Male dominance is evidenced, I believe, when we observe that women almost everywhere have daily responsibilities to feed and care for children, spouse, and kin, while men's economic obligations tend to be less regular and more bound up with extrafamilial sorts of ties; certainly, men's work within the home is not likely to be sanctioned by a spouse's use of force. Even in those groups in which the use of physical violence is avoided, a man can say, "She is a good wife, I don't have to beat her," whereas no woman evokes violent threats when speaking of her husband's work. Women will, in many societies, discover lovers and enforce their will to marry as they choose, but, again, we find in almost every case that the formal initiation and arrangement of permanent heterosexual bonds is something organized by men. Women may have ritual powers of considerable significance to themselves as well as men, but women never dominate in rites requiring the participation of the community as a whole. And even though men everywhere are apt to listen to and be influenced by their wives, I know of no case where men are required to serve as an obligatory audience to female ritual or political performance. Finally, women often form organizations of real and recognized political and economic strength; at times they rule as queens, acquire followings of men, beat husbands who prefer strange women to their wives, or perhaps enjoy a sacred status in their role as mothers. But, again, I know of no political system in which women individually or as a group are expected to hold more offices or have more political clout than their male counterparts.
Thus, while women in every human group will have forms of influence and ways of pursuing culturally acknowledged goals, it seems beside the point to argue-as many anthropologists in fact have-that observations such as mine are relatively trivial from the woman's point of view or that male claims are often balanced by some equally important set of female strengths.8 Some women, certainly, are strong. But at the same time that women often happily and successfully pursue their ends, and manage quite significantly to constrain men in the process, it seems to me quite clear that women's goals themselves are shaped by social systems which deny them ready access to the social privilege, authority, and esteem enjoyed by a majority of men.
Admittedly, we are dealing with a very problematic sort of universal fact. Every social system uses facts of biological sex to organize and explain the roles and opportunities men and women may enjoy, just as all known human social groups appeal to biologically based ties in the construction of "familial" groups and kinship bonds. And much as "marriage," "family," and "kinship" have, for anthropologists, been troubling but, it seems, quite unavoidable universal terms, so I would claim the same thing holds for something like "male dominance." Sexual asymmetry, much like kinship, seems to exist everywhere, yet not without perpetual challenge or almost infinite variation in its contents and its forms. In short, if the universalizing questions are the ones with which we start, the anthropological record seems to feed our fear that sexual asymmetry is (again, like kinship, and the two, of course, are linked) a deep, primordial sort of truth, in some way bound to functional re- Signs quirements associated with our sexual physiology. Though various, our gender systems do appear more basic than our ways of organizing our economies, religious faiths, or courts of law. And so, at much the same time that the evidence of behavioral variation suggests that gender is less a product of our bodies than of social forms and modes of thought, it seems quite difficult to believe that sexual inequalities are not rooted in the dictates of a natural order. Minimally, it would appear that certain biological facts-women's role in reproduction and, perhaps, male strength-have operated in a nonnecessary but universal way to shape and reproduce male dominance.
Domestic/Public as Explanation
A common feminist response to the facts that I have outlined here has been, essentially, to deny their weight and argue that the evidence we have itself reflects male bias. By focusing on women's lives, researchers have begun to reinterpret more conventional accounts and school us to be sensitive to female values, goals, and strengths. If formal authority is not something women enjoy, so, this research claims, we ought to learn to understand informal female powers; if women operate in "domestic" or "familial" spheres, then we must focus our attention on arenas like these, wherein women can make claims.9 The value of scholarship of this sort is that it shows that when we measure women against men we fail to grasp important structural facts which may, in fact, give rise to female power. But while this point is an important one-to which I will return-the tendency to ignore imbalances in order to permit a grasp of women's lives has led too many scholars to forget that men and women ultimately live together in the world and, so, that we will never understand the lives that women lead without relating them to men. Ignoring sexual asymmetry strikes me as an essentially romantic move, which only blinds us to the sorts of facts we must attempt to understand and change.
An alternative approach,10 elaborated in a set of essays by Cho- 10. There is a third alternative, which situates itself somewhere between the two extremes cited here, namely, that of stressing variation and trying to characterize the factors that make for more or less "male dominance" or "female status. dorow, Ortner, and myself,11 has been to argue that even universal facts are not reducible to biology. Our essays tried to show how what appears a "natural" fact must yet be understood in social terms-a by-product, as it were, of nonnecessary institutional arrangements that could be addressed through political struggle and, with effort, undermined. Our argument was, in essence, that in all human societies sexual asymmetry might be seen to correspond to a rough institutional division between domestic and public spheres of activity, the one built around reproduction, affective, and familial bonds, and particularly constraining to women; the other, providing for collectivity, jural order, and social cooperation, organized primarily by men. The domestic/public division as it appeared in any given society was not a necessary, but an "intelligible," product of the mutual accommodation of human history and human biology; although human societies have differed, all reflected in their organization a characteristic accommodation to the fact that women bear children and lactate and, because of this, find themselves readily designated as "mothers," who nurture and care for the young.
From these observations, we argued, one could then trace the roots of a pervasive gender inequality: Given an empirical division between domestic and public spheres of activity, a number of factors would interact to enhance both the cultural evaluations and social power and authority available to men. First, it appeared that the psychological effects of being raised by a woman would produce very different emotional dispositions in adults of both sexes; because of the diverging nature of preoedipal ties with their mothers, young girls would grow up to be nurturant "mothers" and boys would achieve an identity that denigrates and rejects women's roles.12 In cultural terms, a domestic/public division corresponded to Ortner's discussion of "natural" versus "cultural" valuations,13 wherein such factors as a woman's involvement with young and gently, I think) that only by studying variation will we begin to understand any of the processes relevant to the formation or reproduction of sexual inequalities, and therefore that methodological and political wisdom both require us to disaggregate summary characterizations concerning sexual status into their component parts. I agree with him and, further, was pleased to see that his empirical study led toward the recognition that it is virtually impossible to "rank" societies in terms of women's place. His conclusions agree with mine in that he comes to see more promise in a comparative approach that looks for social structural configurations than one concerned with summary evaluations. Signs disorderly children would tend to give her the appearance of less composure, and, therefore, of less "culture" than men. Finally, sociologically, the views prevalent in our analytical tradition (and at least as old as Plato) that public activities are valued, that authority involves group recognition, and that consciousness and personality are apt to develop most fully through a stance of civic responsibility and an orientation to the collective whole-all argued that men's ability to engage in public activities would give them privileged access to such resources, persons, and symbols as would sustain their claims to precedence, grant them power and disproportionate rewards. Whatever its difficulties, the account, as it stands, seems suggestive. Certainly, one can find in all human societies some sort of hierarchy of mutually embedded units. Although varying in structure, function, and societal significance, "domestic groups" which incorporate women and infant children, aspects of child care, commensality, and the preparation of food can always be identified as segments of a larger, overarching social whole. While we know that men are often centrally involved in domestic life and women will, at times, range far beyond it, one can, I think, assert that women, unlike men, lead lives that they themselves construe with reference to responsibilities of a recognizably domestic kind.
Thus, even such apparently "egalitarian" and communally oriented peoples as the Mbuti Pygmy gatherer-hunters of southern Africa require that women sleep in individual huts with infant children.14 And women hide with children in these huts while men collectively enjoin the blessings and support of their forest god. Mbuti women do have a role in men's religious rites, but only to observe and then disrupt them. As if defined by their domestic and individual concerns, these women are entitled only to break up the sacred fire which joins all Pygmies to men's god; their power does not permit them to light the fires that soothe the forest and give collective shape to social bonds.
Examples like this are not hard to find, nor would they seem to pose real difficulties of interpretation. The evidence of peasant societies abounds with celebrated public men who are constrained by "honor" to defend their families' claims to "face," while the women seem to lack authority beyond the households where they live. But although denigrated in public "myth," these women "in reality" may use the powers of their "sphere" in order to attain considerable influence and control.15 Domestic women in such peasant groups have powers which the analyst can hardly minimize or dismiss, and yet they are constrained in spatial range and lack the cultural recognition associated with male activities in the public realm. In short, domestic/public as a general account seems to fit well with some of what we know of sex-linked action systems and of cultural rationales for male prestige, suggesting how "brute" biological facts have everywhere been shaped by social logics. Reproduction and lactation have provided a functional basis for the definition of a domestic sphere, and sexual asymmetry appears as its intelligible, though nonnecessary, consequence. Much as, in very simple human groups, the constraints of pregnancy and child care seem easily related to women's exclusion from big-game hunting-and thus from the prestige which comes of bringing in a product requiring extrahousehold distribution'6-so, in more general terms, domestic obligations and demands appear to help us understand why women everywhere are limited in their access to prestigious male pursuits. Finally, our sense of sexual hierarchy as a deep and primary sort of truth appears compatible with a theory that asserts that mother-child bonds have lasting social and psychological ramifications; sociological constraints appear consistent with psychological orientations that arise through female-dominated patterns of child care.17
As should be clear by now, I find much that is compelling in this universalist account; but at the same time I am troubled by some of what appear to be its analytical consequences. In probing universal questions, domestic/public is as telling as any explanation yet put forth. Certainly, it seems more than reasonable to assume that marriage and reproduction shape the organization of domestic spheres and link them to more public institutional forms in ways that are particularly consequential for the shape of women's lives. Specifically, if women care for children and child care takes place within the home, and, furthermore, if political life, by definition, extends beyond it, then domestic/public seems to capture in a rough, but telling, set of terms the determinants of women's secondary place in all human societies.
But if this account "makes sense" in universal terms, I would go on to claim that when we turn to concrete cases, a model based upon the opposition of two spheres assumes-where it should rather help illuminate and explain-too much about how gender really works. Just as "kinship systems" vary far too widely to be viewed as mere reflections of established biological constraints (and anthropologists have argued endlessly as to whether kinship should be understood as something built upon the biologically "given" facts of human genealogy), so the alignments of the sexes seem at once too similar to deny a universal common base and yet too various to be understood adequately in terms of any universal cause. Pygmy women do not hide in huts because of the re- What this means ultimately is that we fail to school ourselves in all the different ways that gender figures in the organization of social groups, to learn from the concrete things that men and women do and think and from their socially determined variations. It now appears to me that woman's place in human social life is not in any direct sense a product of the things she does (or even less a function of what, biologically, she is) but of the meaning her activities acquire through concrete social interactions. And the significances women assign to the activities of their lives are things that we can only grasp through an analysis of the relationships that women forge, the social contexts they (along with men) create-and within which they are defined. Gender in all human groups must, then, be understood in political and social terms, with reference not to biological constraints but instead to local and specific forms of social relationship and, in particular, of social inequality. Just as we have no apparent cause to look for physiological facts when we attempt to understand the more familiar inequalities in human social life-such things as leadership, racial prejudice, prestige, or social class-so it seems that we would do well to think of biological sex, like biological race, as an excuse rather than a cause for any sexism we observe. good cause, I think-that "women's status" is itself not one but many things, that various measures of women's place do not appear to correlate among themselves, and, furthermore, that few of them appear to be consistently related to an isolable "cause."19 The failure of attempts to rank societies in terms of "women's place" or to explain apparent variations in the amounts of privilege women elsewhere may enjoy (in terms consistent with cross-cultural data) suggests that we have been pursuing something of a ghost-or, rather, that an investigator who asks if women's status here or there ought to be reckoned high or low is probably conceptually misguided.
To talk of women's status is to think about a social world in ultimately dichotomous terms, wherein "woman" is universally opposed to "man" in the same ways in all contexts. Thus, we tend repeatedly to contrast and stress presumably given differences between women and men, instead of asking how such differences are themselves created by gender relations. In so doing, we find ourselves the victims of a conceptual tradition that discovers "essence" in the natural characteristics which distinguish us from men and then declares that women's present lot derives from what, "in essence," women are, portraying social roles and rules as products not of action and relation in a truly human world, but of self-serving individuals who perform by rote.
The Victorian Precedent
The notion that all human societies can be analyzed in terms of opposed domestic and public spheres-and that this opposition fits, in some way, with the social fact of male dominance-is not limited to feminist researchers. Indeed, one finds it more or less explicitly elaborated in a good deal of traditional social scientific thought. The turn-ofthe-century social theorists whose writings are the basis of most modern social thinking tended without exception to assume that women's place was in the home. In fact, the Victorian doctrine of separate male and female spheres was, I would suggest, quite central to their sociology.20
19. These points are developed with reference to empirical data most fully in recent writings by Quinn (n. 1) and Whyte (n. 10). Whyte's findings make it clear, in particular, that male dominance is not something that lends itself to ranking in cross-culturally significant terms (see n. 10). That this conclusion undermines all arguments concerning women's status as analytically problematic-and requires that we look instead for pattern in the social structuring of gender (a conclusion very close to that of this paper)-is, however, something even Whyte has barely realized.
20. Of course, the correlated oppositions, male/female, public/domestic, do not begin with the Victorian era; one finds them more or less explicitly elaborated in political philosSigns Some of these thinkers recognized that modern women suffered from their association with domestic life, but none questioned the pervasiveness (or necessity) of a split between the family and society. Most never bothered to ask just why two spheres exist; rather, all assumed their fundamental differences in sociological and moral terms and linked these to their views of the normal roles of men and women in human societies.
Most obviously, perhaps, Herbert Spencer, commonly cited as the founder both of "functionalist" and "evolutionary" social thought, disparaged feminist claims to political liberties and rights by arguing that women's "natural" place within the home proves a necessary complement to the more competitive world of men. And while some of his contemporaries feared that women's entry into public life would rob society of its stores of altruism and love, Spencer claimed that women's softer hearts would undermine all shows of selfish interest in the public world, therefore inhibiting the realization (through competition) of new forms of social excellence and strength.21 The socialist Friedrich Engels never argued that women should, by nature, stay within the home, but he-like Spencer-tended to assume that women never were engaged in public action or in socially productive work and, correspondingly, that women everywhere had been concerned primarily with the activities dictated by a maternal role.22 Similarly, Georg Simmel and Emile Durkheim, both acutely conscious of feminine oppression within familial ophy since the time of the Greeks (Nannerl Keohane, "Female Citizenship: The Monstrous Regiment of Women," a paper presented at the Conference for the Study of Political Thought, April 1979). My stress on the Victorians derives, first of all, from a conviction that they are our most relevant predecessors in this regard, and, second, from an intuition that the Victorian dichotomies-in their appeal to maternity and biology-were, in fact, significantly different from those that came before. Once it is realized that domestic/public constitutes an ideological rather than an objective and necessary set of terms, we can, of course, begin to explore the differences in formulations which may appear initially to be "more of the same. It originates in the fact that the two sexes do not share equally in social life. Man is actively involved in it, while woman does little more than look on from a distance. Consequently, man is much more highly socialized than woman.24
And though both of these theorists spoke in favor of women's increased role in "social" life, they thought as well that women were and would remain distinguishable from men; their woman of the future was, it seems, designed to make her mark not in the masculine sphere of politics, but-the now predictable answer came-in the more feminine arts. 25 Finally, the evolutionary social history with which turn-of-thecentury feminists (like Gilman and Stanton), as well as more con- Signs ventional social theorists, were concerned was rooted equally in an opposition between maternal or domestic spheres and a more public world of men. Though many of these thinkers wrote of matriarchies in the past, what they meant was not that women ruled in public life but, rather, that humanity's first social forms gave women an important place because public society was not yet differentiated from domestic realms. Using data they were ill equipped to understand, these theorists assumed a time of promiscuity and incest in the past when men had no occasion to lay claim to individual women as their own and so enjoyed undifferentiated sexual freedom in a maternal home. They claimed-in imagery that still abounds in psychological accounts of individual growth-that social evolution waited on male efforts to compete, stake private claims, and forge a differentiated and interest-governed public sphere while leaving "mother" in the more "natural" world where she belonged.
Modern thitkers have found cause to challenge many of these nineteenth-century claims, and I have scarcely given them the scrutiny they deserve. But social scientists who would now proclaim that prior cultures knew no more of incest than we know today continue in more subtle ways to reproduce the sexist imagery and assumptions we discern in nineteenth-century accounts. Victorian theory cast the sexes in dichotomous and contrastive terms, describing home and woman not primarily as they were but as they had to be, given an ideology that opposed natural, moral, and essentially unchanging private realms to the vagaries of a progressive masculine society. And, similarly, I would suggest that when modern theorists write that paternity is a variable and social fact whereas maternity is a relatively constant and unchanging one, constrained by nature;26 when they contrast expressive with more instrumental roles;27 or, perhaps, when they distinguish moral kinship from the bonds of selfish interest forged in economic life;28 or, then again, when they describe the differences between apparently formal and informal social roles and forms of power-they are the nineteenth century's unwitting heirs. Indeed, contemporary thinkers reproduce what many recognize as outdated contrasts and conceptually misleading terms,29 at least in part because we still believe that social being is derived Within the social sciences, the early twentieth century saw a rejection of earlier schools of evolutionary thought in favor of a search for functionally grounded universals. Biological families, through the researches of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown, came to be seen as necessary and virtually presocial facts, born out of our most basic human needs instead of evolutionary progress.30 But, casting needs as universal, anthropologists had still to think of change, and in order to account for the diversity and complexity of reported kinship forms, they found themselves required to reinstate-although in somewhat less gendered and considerably more sophisticated terms-the nineteenth-century opposition between a female sphere of family and an inherently masculine society. Kinship, anthropologists came to see, is not a natural, biological, or genealogical fact but, instead, a molding of presumed ties of blood in terms ofjural norms and rules constructed by human societies. But at the same time that they recognized that kinship always has a public,jural find that what domestic means is the locale where kinfolk share a living space and mothers do the day-by-day providing. In complementary fashion, no contemporary anthropologist would claim that the political-jural sphere is always, or exclusively, the concern of men, but available accounts of the political relationships that organize, link, and divide domestic groups assume that men shape public (and so, ultimately, private) life because they have both selfish interests and public authority.
Our analytical tradition, in short, has preserved the nineteenthcentury division into inherently gendered spheres and, in doing so, has cast one presumably basic social fact not in moral or relational terms but, rather, in individualistic ones, wherein the shape of social institutions is implicitly understood as a reflection of individual needs, resources, or biology. Thus, we contrast family with political-jural realms but do not speak of "opposition" when distinguishing, for instance, the sphere of law from that of work, religious faith, or school, because we see the latter as the product of real human history and work. In contrast, home versus public life appears to have a transhistoric sense, at least in part, because it corresponds to our long-standing ideological terms contrasting inner and outer, love and interest, natural and constructed bonds, and men's and women's natural activities and styles. As we have seen, there is some cause to think that our acceptance of these dichotomous terms makes sense; but at the same time, it would now appear that understandings shaped by oppositional modes of thought have been-and will most likely prove themselves to be-inherently problematic for those of us who hope to understand the lives that women lead within human societies. 35 Having conceptualized the family as something other than the world, we are then led to think that things like love and altruism, gender, 38. My characterization is not entirely fair, since concerns for attitudes, culture, consciousness, or, in Marxist terms, the reproduction of ideology are long-standing issues in social science. Still, one gets the feeling that feminist distress with the failure of social science to address issues of gender in the past feeds a sense that gender as a sociological issue is inherently different from other aspects of social organization with implications for personal identity, demanding some sort of nonconventional (and, usually, psychologically oriented) account. My own sense, by contrast, is that our frustration stems, first, from the failure of sociological theory to relate gender in systematic ways to other kinds of inequality and, second, from the inadequacies of a utilitarian tradition that has made it extremely difficult to conceptualize the sociological significance of human consciousness, culture, or thought.
39. Yanagisako documented this point in "Family and Household" (n. 31) with a number of ethnographic examples. Again and again she found that variation in domestic spheres is not deemed deeply interesting nor is it given the descriptive or conceptual attention associated with more public or jural realms.
contents of what we view as women's world is something all too readily conceptualized as shaped either by natural constraints or by the dynamism associated with men, their public dealings, and authority.
My point in citing precedents like these is not, however, to proclaim that people now should look inside the home; certainly many sociologists have done this. Nor do I think that in recognizing women's ties to the domestic sphere we would do well to work from inside out in trying to rethink the nature of the family or to reconceptualize women's lives. Rather, I would suggest that the typically flat and unilluminating picture of women that appears in most conventional accounts is bound up with theoretical difficulties that emerge whenever we assume that feminine or domestic spheres can be distinguished from the larger world of men because of their presumably panhuman functions. And insofar as feminists are willing to accept this kind of virtually presocial and unchanging base for women's lives, their explorations of the worlds of women will remain a mere addition-and not a fundamental challenge-to traditional ways of understanding social forms as the creation of the lives and needs of men.
The most serious deficiency of a model based upon two opposed spheres appears, in short, in its alliance with the dualisms of the past, dichotomies which teach that women must be understood not in terms of relationship-with other women and with men-but of difference and apartness.40 "Tied down" by functions we imagine to belong to mothers and the home, our sisters are conceptualized as beings who presently are, and have at all times been, the same, not actors but mere subjects of male action and female biology. And feminists reveal themselves the victims of this past when their accounts attempt to focus our attention on the important things that women do, by adding variables that concern domestic roles, maternity, and reproductive life.41
The Example of Simple Societies Signs place of women in human social life, so the 1970s saw a number of essentially comparable attempts to "turn the tables" by a wide range of feminist social scientists. For some, discovering women's world42 or sphere43 was an analytical first step. An emphasis on informal roles44 or muted expressive forms45 provided a critical starting point for others. One of the most important developments in anthropology was the challenge by a number of feminist writers of a traditional account that celebrated the evolutionary first steps achieved by Man the Hunter. 46 In order to clarify my arguments above, I want to comment briefly on the process by which Woman the Gatherer came to undermine what had been Man the Hunter's pride of place and then go on to argue that our newfound gathering women are, in fact, the direct heirs of hunting men, in that each is cast within a sexually stereotyped sphere that isempirically-problematic and-conceptually-one more instance of our tendency to think within the individualizing and biologistic terms that underlie Victorian dichotomies.
Briefly, the 1960s saw a flowering of anthropological interest concerning three related themes: human evolution, the nature of primate social life, and the organization of simple (and so, it was inferred, ancestral) hunter-gatherer societies. The research, overwhelmingly informed by ecological and adaptationist concerns, led on the one hand to the recognition that in most of the world's hunting groups, women in fact supplied most of humanity's food as gatherers and collectors of small game. But at the same time, scholars argued that it was not gathering but the hunting of large game that moved our primate ancestors over the abyss that separates humanity from the brute natural world. Hunters, it was argued, needed language-and therefore large brains-in order to communicate and plan; and in designing weapons they made further strides, providing man with his first skills in artistry and making tools.47
Not surprisingly, the feminist response to this account began by arguing that our scholarly tradition had unduly slighted women's central place. Writings through the 1970s traced a complex set of links connecting the decline in human groups of large carnivorous pointy teeth, the emergence of opposable thumbs, the rise in skill requiring larger brains in order to coordinate eye and hand, and, finally, the fact that human females needed larger pelvises in order to accommodate and bear their large-brained young. These females, in the new account, adopted upright postures which ultimately permitted them to exploit the environment within new ways. The feminist account points out as well that human infants must be born with brains still relatively immature, requiring prolonged periods of dependency and adult care. Thus, it must have been for females a necessity, of sorts, to forge at once the social and productive skills that would permit them to provide for both dependent offspring and themselves. Furthermore, females are thought to have been concerned to find not violent but cooperative males as mates, in hopes of winning males to serve as their assistants and providers. So it was, the story goes, that females managed to create our basic social skills (like language) and our first basketry and digging tools; also-because of their concern for the infant young-they managed, through selection, to create an Adam who would understand and help.
With good reason, this new account has won considerable esteem. Using forms of argument and data that had fueled an obviously deficient and male-biased traditional account, it not only made good sense but corresponded well with what ethnographers had observed of women's action in contemporary hunting groups-in particular, their very real autonomy and self-regard. Hardly passive stay-at-homes dependent on the will of men who bring them game, women in hunter-gatherer groups appear, in general, to enjoy a life as flexible and relatively egalitarian as any yet reported.
But at the same time that Woman the Gatherer has, in fact, begun to set the record straight, it seems to me that this revised account is far from adequate, if what we seek is not simply an appreciation of the contribution women make but instead an understanding of how these women organized their lives and claims in any actual society. The account insists, with reason, that our gathering sisters did important things; but it cannot explain why hunting peoples never celebrated women's deeds so necessary to human survival. Indeed, if we appeal to the contemporary evidence for what it might say about the past, hunting peoples celebrate-both in all male and in collective rites-not gathering or childbirth but rather the transcendent role of hunters. Man the Hunter boasts about his catch, and women choose as lovers able hunters; but in no report are we informed of women celebrated for their gathering skill or granted special recognition because of their success as mothers.
Yet more serious, perhaps, Woman the Gatherer as presently porSigns trayed is overwhelmingly a biological being whose concerns are dictated by her reproductive role. She seeks a male who will impregnate and, perhaps, provide; but she has no cause to forge-or to resist-ongoing adult bonds, or to create and use ajural order made of regular expectations, norms, and rules. If anything, Woman the Gatherer seems a being who is content unto herself; absorbed in what in fact appear as relatively domestic chores, she frees her male associates to engage in risky hunts, forge wider bonds, and so, again, she allows Man the upper hand, permitting him to make the social whole.48 That youthful men in actual hunter-gatherer groups appear much more concerned than women both to marry and to have new offspring of their own; that women do not look either to husbands or sons for meat (but rather, through their early married years, are likely to depend on fathers, lovers, or brothers); that mother-child bonds are fragile because women urge sons to leave the natal sphere and celebrate not female fertility but sexuality; that men in almost every hunting group will say they "exchange" sisters in order to get wives; and finally, that women typically find their autonomy constrained by threats of masculine rape and violence-are systematic and recurrent features of the social life in hunter-gatherer groups that an account that dwells either on men's or women's roles (or starts by studying families without attending to the links between familial groups and overarching social process) cannot begin to understand. I cannot detail here the contours of an alternative approach, but I would like to suggest briefly some possible directions. In recent research by Jane Collier and myself, we have been concerned to stress not the activities of women-or of men-alone; instead, we are attempting to convey the ways in which a sexual division of labor in all human social groups is bound up with extremely complex forms of interdependence, politics, and hierarchy.49 In particular, we note that in most huntergatherer groups, women feed husbands but men do not necessarily feed their wives, nor do sexually mature unmarried men spend bachelor years displaying their potential as providers. Instead, what seems to happen is that women tend the hearth, feeding children and adult men who are associated with them as brothers, fathers, or husbands. And what this means for men is that they either eat at the hearths of women who enjoy a primary, marital tie to someone other than themselves-and so experience their subordination to a nonwife's husband-or else they have a wife and fire of their own and so consider themselves as social adults.
A social hierarchy is thus created which ranks married over unmarried men and so makes men want to marry. And men get married not by winning maidens' hearts but, rather, by giving game and labor to the in-laws who alone can then persuade young women to assume the wifely role. Happy to win immediate gifts both of affection and of game from lovers whom they do not have to feed, most women have small cause to seek a spouse, because they rest assured of the protection and support of fathers and brothers. Women may use their sexual appeal to undermine, support, or stimulate initiatives by men. But in a world where men-and not women-have good cause to win and make claims in a spouse, only men are recognized and described as persons who actively create the deep affinal bonds that organize society. Thus, whereas men in making love make claims that stand to forge alliancesor perhaps cause conflict by disputing claims of equal men-female sexuality is seen more as a stimulant (demanding celebration) or an irritant (requiring control by rape) than as an active force in organizing social life. In fact, the reason Man the Hunter is so often celebrated in these groups is that young suitors give their in-laws game in order to dramatize affinal claims and to win their support in an endeavor to secure much-needed loyalty and services from a (quite reasonably) unwilling wife.
To speak of sexual asymmetry in these groups is not, therefore, to claim that all "men ... exercise control,"50 or that all women, unlike men, are apt to be excluded from the public world because of care required by young families. Children constrain women, not from speaking out, but instead from dabbling in the pleasant politics of sex. And sexual politics, much more than child care itself, appears to be the center of most of these women's lives. Services expected of women in the home make sense not as extensions of maternal chores but, rather, as concomitants of male hierarchies; and women celebrate their sexual selves because it is in terms of sexual claims that people of both sexes at once organize and challenge their enduring social bonds. In the end, the preeminence enjoyed by men in groups like these appears to have as much to do with the significance of marriage for relationships among the men themselves-relationships that make wives something to achieveas it does with sexual opposition or a more brute male dominance. Though male threats of force may check such women as might see fit to rebel, the fact remains that women rarely seem oppressed, but at best limited, by the simple fact that they cannot enjoy the highest prize of these their sense, to ask just how it comes about-in a world where people of both sexes make choices that count-that men come to be seen as the creators of collective good and the preeminent force in local politics. Finally, I would suggest, if these become the questions that guide our research, we will discover answers not in biological constraints or in a morphology of functionally differentiated spheres but, rather, in specific social facts-forms of relationship and thought-concerning inequality and hierarchy.
Conclusion
I began this paper by suggesting that the time has come for us to pause and reflect critically upon the sorts of questions feminist research has posed for anthropology. Rather than quarrel with the blatantly inaccurate accounts in texts like Women's Evolution or The First Sex, I argued that our most serious problem lies, not in the futile quest for matriarchies in the past, but in our very tendency to cast questions first in universalizing terms and to look for universal truths and origins.
It seems likely to me that sexual asymmetry can be discovered in all human social groups, just as can kinship systems, marriages, and mothers. But asking "Why?" or "How did it begin?" appears inevitably to turn our thoughts from an account of the significance of gender for the organization of all human institutional forms (and, reciprocally, of the significance of all social facts to gender) toward dichotomous assumptions that link the roles of men and women to the different things that they, as individuals, are apt to do-things which for women, in particular, are all too readily explained by the apparently primordial and unchanging facts of sexual physiology.52 My earlier account of sexual asymmetry in terms of the inevitable ranking of opposed domestic and public spheres is not, then, one that I am willing to reject for being wrong. Rather, I have suggested that the reasons that account made sense are to be found not in empirical detail, but in the categories, biases, and limitations of a traditionally individualistic and male-oriented sociology. In fact, I now would claim that our desire to think of women in terms of a presumed "first cause" is itself rooted in our failure to 52. My argument with biologism operates on two levels. Men and women both, of course, have bodies, and in some sense our biological nature does constrain what we can be (we cannot live under water or fly in the sky). More deeply, I would not question that there are important "interactions" between such things as hormones and behavioral dispositions, like aggression. What I do object to, first, in theoretical terms, is a tendency to think that social relationships "reflect" and ultimately are "built upon" presumed biological givens (a tendency associated with methodological individualism [see n. 48]). And second, strategically, I am disturbed that when we look to find a biological first base we tend to think of women's lives as shaped by biological "constraints," whereas the "in-born" characteristic most usually associated with men-aggression-tends to be seen, if anything, as a source of freedom and a ground for the creation of constructive social bonds.
Signs
Use and Abuse at Anthropology understand adequately that the individuals who create social relationships and bonds are themselves social creations. Because we tend to think of human social forms as a reflection of the individuals who give them life, we then find cause to fear that women's social roles as presently observed are based upon what some might claim all women are: not human actors-social adults-but reproducing mothers. At much the same time, the traditional assumptions which inform a mode of thought that sees in all domestic groupings an unchanging nurturant and altruistic core-in opposition to the more contingent bonds that make for more encompassing social orders-lead us repeatedly to reinstate the things we fear by casting women's roles in particular as something other than the product of human action in concrete, historical societies.
Thus, without denying that biological facts like reproduction leave their mark on women's lives, I would insist that facts of this sort do not themselves explain or help us to describe sexual hierarchies in relation to either domestic or public life. To claim that family shapes women is, ultimately, to forget that families themselves are things that men and women actively create and that these vary with particulars of social context. And just as families (in social and cultural terms) are far more various (and less ubiquitous) than most scholars have assumed, so gender inequalities are hardly universal in their implications or their contents. The roles the sexes play contribute to and are in turn shaped by all other inequalities in their social world, be these the split between a hunting husband and dependent bachelor youth or the relationship of capitalist to worker in our own society. In every case, the shapes that gender takes-and so, the possibilities and implications of a sexual politics-are things to be interpreted in political and social terms, that speak initially of the relationships and opportunities men and women may enjoy, in order then to comprehend how they may come to be opposed in terms of interests, images, or styles.
I cannot begin here to add to the fast-growing literature on women's place in our contemporary social form. It seems relevant to my argument, however, to observe that one way gender is bound up with modern capitalist social life is that a central quality we believe that women lack, aggression, figures overwhelmingly in popular accounts of how it is that some men fail and some succeed. I do not for one moment think that hormones make for the success of businessmen or the failings of the poor, nor that they help us understand the social fact of female subordination. But what I would suggest is that in our society talk of natural aggressive and assertive drives is one way that sexism and other forms of social inequality are interlinked. It seems no accident, for instance, that the author of The Inevitability of Patriarchy cites hormonal data in order to proclaim that women, lacking aggression, are destined never to succeed.
No reader of the ethnography on contemporary hunting groups would claim that capitalist competitive drives are very closely tied to the quite different qualities and skills that make for a successful husband/ hunter. But having recognized that inequalities in political and economic terms are, though universal, intelligible only in their locally specific forms, we must now come to understand how much the same is true of inequalities we naturalize by talking about sex. Questions of origins may find their answers in a story based on functional oppositions between spheres. But both the question and response teach us to locate women's "problem" in a domain apart-and so to leave men happily in their traditional preserve, enjoying power and creating social rules, while, of course, ignoring women in the process. So doing, they fail to help us understand how men and women both participate in and help to reproduce the institutional forms that may oppress, liberate, join, or divide them. What traditional social scientists have failed to grasp is not that sexual asymmetries exist but that they are as fully social as the hunter's or the capitalist's role, and that they figure in the very facts, like racism and social class, that social science claims to understand. A crucial task for feminist scholars emerges, then, not as the relatively limited one of documenting pervasive sexism as a social fact-or showing how we can now hope to change or have in the past been able to survive it. Instead, it seems that we are challenged to provide new ways of linking the particulars of women's lives, activities, and goals to inequalities wherever they exist.
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